Dear reader,

You may have been surprised, reading the November Edition of the GCSEC Newsletter, to find 2 articles from the quarterly "Cybersecurity Trends - English edition". The free quarterly, which Italian edition is made by the GCSEC, is a direct collateral product of the Central-European PPP Congress a.k.a. "Cybersecurity-Romania". As Cybersecurity Trends, addressing now readers in different languages and with contents adapted to the ecosystem its readers live and work in, the Congress itself is being multiplied to fit the needs of the different continental macro-regional specificities.

Therefore, on December 7th and 8th the small city of Porrentruy (Switzerland) will gather more than 40 speakers from very different security areas to share the way they face the threats in their field...

The 1st yearly edition of the Western-European PPP Congress (https://cybersecurity-switzerland.ch), built with the help of prestigious partners among which the GCSEC, marks a break with other cybersecurity events by bringing outstanding speakers. How can climate change endanger your infrastructure? What should you anticipate? Which phenomena could be taken into consideration if you wish to be always online? In meteorology, how are data representation and metadata chosen and analyzed in a period when fake data are deliberately disseminated in all economic fields? In the booming sector of civil aviation, one of the most complex ecosystems to handle, how is tomorrow's security apprehended? Which are the main threats and what measures are needed to buff up resilience?

To forecast the safety and security of a business, lots of parameters must be taken into account. You'll discover how the challenges our keynote speakers' face daily in their domain are in fact much the same as yours, but on a global scale. Subjects as the following ones will be presented through the security focus:

- from mobile marketing business to connected military equipment
- from dealing with a revolution to securing a complex industrial system
- from risks to benefits AI can bring to a company
- from a vehicle' remote control vulnerabilities to... EU's digital sovereignty
- from convergence to a real 360° understanding to take appropriate decisions